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EDITORIAL

“Excellence is never an accident. It is always the
result of high intention, sincere effort, and intelligent execution; it represents the wise choice of
many alternatives - choice, not chance, determines your destiny.”
- Aristotle
It gives me the immense pleasure to introduce
the first virtual edition of the Politicia. I am delighted to see the enthusiasm of our fellow Welhamites without whom this online edition would
be impossible. Numerous notions were devised
before the topics of the articles were frozen.
Everyone agreed unanimously to keep the tone
of the magazine encouraging despite these turbulent times. Times are altering and so are we.
The world is slowly and gradually becoming a
dismal place to live in due to a number of catastrophic events which have really torn apart the
universe. I know that I may be sounding pessimistic but that is how it is nowadays. Some people
including me are looking for a reset button in the
hope of starting all over again.

piled by students
residing in different
parts of the country.
I am thankful to my
passionate
team
for their indispensable contributions. I
wish to express my
sincere gratitude to
Principal
ma’am,
Ms. Sangeeta Kain
for supporting the
magazine.

Signing in,
Kartik Tripathi
Editor in Chief

The Australian wildfires, devastating floods,
earthquakes, locusts and most recently the
emergence of the coronavirus as a life endangering factor have really dismantled humankind. To
put it subtly 2020 has been a calamitous year.
No one can be held responsible for the griefs
innocent individuals have had to suffer throughout this year. Now let us look at the bright side,
that is if there is one. 2020 has led to the emergence of a number of new concepts which were
hallucinatory earlier. The introduction of online
classes, an obsession for taking Massive open
online courses (MOOC), football matches being
played behind closed doors etc. to name a few.
These innovative concepts have made us realize
the capriciousness of events which has become
predominant in the world. The public is evolving and acclimatizing at a faster rate nowadays.
They are in a state of preposterous perplexity. It
is the need of the hour.
This edition comprises a diversity of opinions.
We have tried to cover quite a few burning issues
across the globe. The aim is to provide an enthralling read, whether one is concerned with
political issues or not. The journal focuses on universal and homegrown affairs and encompasses
topics such as US Elections, Gender Issues,
Morality, Myths, Human Rights and of course the
current hype around Deglobalization. I hope that
the readers find this journal engaging and enlightening. This issue is noteworthy and unique
in its own way. The reason being that it was comPoliticia 03
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SYSTEMIC RACISM IN MODERN TIMES
“Please I can’t breathe.
My stomach hurts.
My neck hurts.
Everything hurts.
They’re going to kill me.”

- George Floyd

The city of Minneapolis in the United States is in a
state of turmoil. There have been raging protests
over the death of George Floyd, the newest victim of police brutality. George was a 46-year-old
black man, who died pleading for help as a police
officer pinned him to the ground with his knee on
the man’s neck. Floyd was unarmed and handcuffed. He begged incessantly for the officers to
show him mercy, but he kept his knee on his neck
until long after he was unconscious. When he was
later taken to the hospital, he was pronounced
dead. The sickening picture of the police officer
Dereck Chauvin with his hands in his pockets and
his knee pressed hard on Floyd’s neck will forever
be a symbol of racist police brutality.
About 1 percent of complaints against police officers that have been adjudicated since 2012 have
resulted in disciplinary action, according to Minneapolis city records, so officer Dereck Chauvin
would probably walk free. Encounters like this
make us question - what about the incidents that
were not captured on tape? Here it is a civilian’s
word against police officer’s.

fices for decades: mayors, police chiefs, council
presidents, and a few governors. This has hardly
made a change in the economic conditions we
find in low- and moderate-income communities of
colour. Race is deeply embedded in our society,
and at the same time social understanding and
the implications of race change over time, precisely because race in our society is a social construct that serves political ends. The mayors and
the president operate within an economical and
power system that constrains what they can do.
We must change laws, policies, practices and ideas that reinforce and perpetuate racial disparities.
Proactively, it is first and foremost the struggle
for equitable outcomes for black people. This includes struggles for a society based on inclusion,
justice, equity, respect for diversity and difference.
Dedicated action is needed in order to eradicate
structural forms of racism and to dismantle them
through policy initiatives as well as through cultural awareness, and by promoting new practices
and relationships in our communities.

It also means addressing underlying economic
conditions that perpetuate exploitation and gross
inequalities in wealth and income. Whether the
specific campaign is about affordable housing,
predatory lending, banking reforms, immigrant
justice, healthcare or racial profiling or criminal
justice reforms, applying a racial justice lens will
sharpen our focus while also deepening our analRacism is part of an ingrained, systemic cycle of ysis and broadening our sense of what we are
injustice that, to this day, exists at large in our so- aiming for.
ciety. Systemic racism is prevalent in our schools,
offices, court systems, and police departments. Moreover, most people who are privileged enough
White people occupy most positions of decision- not to experience racialization, can’t wait for life
making power in most organizations. Since the “to just get back to normal” after the pandemic
election of Donald Trump, hate crimes in the US and economic crisis ends. Nevertheless, we have
have been increasing drastically. White suprem- to remember that for millions of people, being
acists have been emboldened. Anti-immigrant treated differently on account of race is tragically
rhetoric has intensified. Systemic racism is some- “normal” — whether it is while dealing with the
thing different. It’s less about violence or burning health care system, or interacting with the crimicrosses than it is about everyday decisions being nal justice system, or jogging down the street, or
made by people who may not even think of them- just watching birds in a park.
selves as racists. As sociologist Eduardo BonillaSilva has said, “The main problem nowadays is
Shrey Sharma
not the folks with the hoods, but the folks dressed
XI
in suits.”
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HOMELESS vs. HOMECOMING
As India is facing the third phase of the lockdown due to the coronavirus pandemic, all the
significant events and institutions have come to
a blinding halt. Despite all this disruption, one
cannot stop the politicians from doing their job,
mainly those involved in the government. With
few conditional relaxations being given during
this third phase, many decisions are actually in
favour of the security of the country against the
global pandemic or are being passed to cater to
some personal agendas.
The Modi government announced that the people who were stuck in various states had to be
brought back to their home states after the announcement of the third phase. This decision was
made after various students from Kota requested the Central Government of India to transport
them somehow back to their home states. As a
result, the government arranged for transport of
all the people stuck in other states and back to
their homes. This decision was made at a time
when the total number of coronavirus infected
cases was more than 47,000. Before this, during
the first phase of the lockdown, many labourers
had requested the Central Government and the
governments of the state they were stuck in to
arrange for their departure to their home states.
The petition made by the labourers was not taken
into consideration even though this petition was
made when the number of coronavirus-infected
cases was merely 500.
The question arises- why was the government
unjust to the labourers who have nowhere to
go and no money to feed themselves and their
families? That too at a time when they were fac-

ing the horrors of unemployment, whereas those
those in the hostels were at least in a safe environment where they could live. Since they were
living in the hostels, food would be available to
them, too, as they requested the State Government of Rajasthan. This question becomes more
critical as the Central Government has decided
to bring many Indians from abroad back to India.
Although such questions will continue to crop
up, there will be debates as to whether the government is taking the right steps. There will be
allegations placed on the ruling party regarding
its decisions. However, the answer to all these
questions belongs to the government, making
these decisions under specific circumstances.
Aditya Mishra
XI

The phrase ‘post-racial’ got tossed around a lot
after Barack Obama was elected President of the
United States. It was as if having a Black President meant all the injustices of the past would
somehow melt away, or that they were no longer
relevant in American politics. Nevertheless, we’ve
had Black elected officials holding principal of04 Politicia
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GHOST VILLAGES OF
UTTARAKHAND

“We think we only leave our things behind, but The government has tried to prevent the migrawe leave behind pieces of ourselves.”
tion of people by introducing various policies.
- Anonymous The Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Griha Awaas, a
Homestay Policy is a significant step to prevent
Earlier known as “UP Hills,” Uttarakhand sep- migration in Uttarakhand and inspire the youth
arated from Uttar Pradesh on 9th November to come back to their villages and work for the
2000 and became an independent state. People community lending a helping hand in improving
started migrating from the hills way back in the the tourism facilities of the state. There are nu1950s. Resources were meager, and there was merous tourist attractions in the state’s remote
a lack of employment. Villagers sustained their areas, which are filled with the beauty of nature
livelihood on a system of “money-order econo- and cultural heritage. However, tourists are demy,” that is, they could only survive when their prived of a chance to explore them due to the
relatives in cities sent some money back home. absence of proper lodgings and food facilities.
The primary objective of this homestay policy to
Moreover, there was a paucity of educational in- attract both national and international tourists to
stitutions. Primary schools were few, resources distant tourist destinations and provide sanitized
were scarce, and there was an undersupply of homestay facilities. Due to this, there has been
teachers. The hills got its first independent uni- a notable increase in reverse migration. This
versity as late as 1973, so people were forced to policy creates employment opportunities for the
leave to pursue further studies. One of the most local people and is an additional income for the
prominent reasons for migration in the state was house owners.
the inadequacy of medical facilities. There was
an acute shortage of primary healthcare in the The COVID-19 pandemic has gripped the world
state. Thus, people were deprived of the neces- with death, sorrow, and misery. The number of
sities of life and mainly survived on agriculture in deaths and cases are rising exponentially by the
minimal areas of land. A large number of people day. However, the pandemic which has caused
from the state join service in the armed forces. unprecedented devastation to humanity may be
Women in villages are the significant economic the blessing in disguise that the ‘Ghost Villagworkforce of the state as the able-bodied youth es’ in Uttarakhand need. People that migrated
has migrated to the cities to escape the misery to metropolitan cities like Delhi and Mumbai in
of the hills.
search of jobs have been forced to return to their
villages as their cities have become hotspots of
The present Uttarakhand Government constitut- COVID-19. Over 2,50,000 people have regised a Rural Development and Migration Commis- tered to come back, and almost 1,50,000 people
sion in August 2017, and its reports were alarm- have returned to their villages. What remains to
ing. Over 4,00,000 people migrated from the be seen is how many of these opt for the ‘Ghost
hills since Uttarakhand became a separate state Villages’ and are willing to stay back and help
with as many as 138 people migrating every day restore the socio-economic imbalance in the
in search of better living conditions and jobs. Mi- rural areas once the pandemic subsides. This
gration at such a large scale has resulted in the reverse migration is also beneficial for repopudepopulation of villages in the state. From hav- lating strategically located districts like Chamoli
ing a population of over 150 and housing over and Uttarkashi, which share their borders with
25 families, some villages have been reduced to China. If these people are given the incentive to
2 families! Consequently, there are 734 “Ghost stay back and serve the community if they are
Villages” in Uttarakhand. The condition is so provided the resources of healthcare and edudevastating and horrifying in some villages that cation and are given employment by the state
in case a person dies, a few people are sum- government, then the beauty of the villages will
moned from the neighboring village to perform be restored, the beauty which was familiar to
the last rites.
every village of Uttarakhand before its people
abandoned them, the beauty that lies in its natives.
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MORALITY IN POLITICS
When we think of morality, we usually think of
a concrete concept that is usually unalterable.
However, as we delve deep into this concept,
we start to see multiple explanations and perspectives. These perspectives are often conflicting and, in some cases, even contradictory.
An action may be moral for one but immoral for
another.
Morality and politics are closely related (some
may disagree). Many thinkers have articulated
that politics needs to be driven by a moral force
that aims to do good for all. There lies the crux of
the problem. There is no one-size-fits-all when
it comes to doing good in politics. Every action
is bound to please some and disappoint others.
How then, can we arrive at a prudential decision?
To do this, we must consider the philosophies
of Immanuel Kant and John Stuart Mill. These
thinkers provide two conflicting definitions of morality and ethics while emphasizing the means,
the other talks of the end. Kant talks of a universal, binding law that must be followed, regardless of one’s desires or inhibitions. This law requires one to act in a way that can be universally
acknowledged as moral or ethical. This means
that if the doer himself were to be the victim of
this action, he would not object to it. Since political actions have multiple stakeholders, a Kantian action would emphasize not the happiness
of all, instead of the nobility of one.
Mill begs to differ. He says that happiness should
be the ultimate goal of any action, regardless
of the intentions or the ways it is achieved. His
principles are utilitarian (emphasize the utility
of an action). If an action has to be performed,
it must guarantee maximum happiness for the
maximum stakeholders. Politically, the action
must emphasize the satisfaction of all those affected by it. He also says that happiness is not
a quantity that can be gauged and that there are
no levels of happiness.

Kant would, in this case, say that it is immoral to
restrict the reproductive freedom of a couple just
because it does not guarantee happiness to the
masses. He would go on to say that their actions
and the repercussions are their alone to bear.
He would emphasize the principle of universalizability and say that such a law cannot hold up
universally.
Mill, on the other hand, would say that such a
law is in the best interests of the country and
its masses. If one couple’s happiness has to be
sacrificed to ensure that the country gets better
facilities, be it. Furthermore, since happiness is
not quantifiable, only the number of people satisfied with the decision matters.

Through this example, we have seen that morality in politics cannot be defined and straitjacketed to one definition. The multiple definitions of
morality give way to multiple ways to look at a
Let us look at these two views through the lens political decision and argue for or against it.
of Indian politics, particularly the looming specter of a population control law. For the sake of
Samanyu Raj Malik
simplicity, the government decides to implement
XI
a population control law similar to the one-China
did years ago. This means a restriction on the
number of children couples can produce. Let us
morally dissect this issue.

Parth Dangwal
XII
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THE LEGACY OF NARCO POLITICS IN LATIN AMERICA
“See, if you look at the drug war from a purely
economic point of view, the role of the government is to protect the drug cartel. That is true.”
- Milton Friedman

Welham Boys’ School

THE GAME OF MANDATE

nations which, in relationship with those associated with each phase of the creation procedure,
endeavor to accomplish the most secure dealing course to purchasers When the DEA(Drug
Enforcement Administration) attempted to arraign Noriega in 1971, the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) kept them from doing as such.
The CIA, which was then coordinated by future
president George H.W. Bramble, gave Noriega
a colossal number of dollars annually as installment for his work in Latin America. The CIA has
supposedly had a critical job in the drug circuit
of Latin America. On account of Colombia, its
parapolitics embarrassment uncovered connections between parts of the Colombian foundation and the United Self-Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC), a paramilitary gathering liable
for slaughtering a considerable number of Colombian regular folks, which powers over 75%
of the Colombian cocaine exchange. In 2010 it
was claimed that the Mexican Sinaloa cartel had
used pay off to co-select the bureaucratic government and focus the government’s enemy of
drug efforts on its competitors. According to Peter Dale Scott, “The Guadalajara Cartel, Mexico’s most remarkable drug dealing system in the
mid-1980s, succeeded to a great extent since
it appreciated the insurance of the DFS, under
its chief Miguel Nazar Haro, a CIA resource.” In
October 2013, two previous administrative specialists and an ex-CIA contractual worker told
an American telecom company that CIA agents
were engaged with the capturing and murder of
DEA covert agent Enrique Camarena because
he was a danger to the organization’s drug activities in Mexico. As per the three men, the CIA
was working together with tranquilized dealers
who were moving cocaine and weed to the United States.

The 2020 Presidential Election is a highly anticipated affair in the United States, but like various
other highlights of the year, fell prey to the devastation caused by this pandemic. However, on
the 3rd of November, US citizens are scheduled
to cast their votes, despite the expectation of a
second wave of the virus. Further postponing of
the elections is unlikely due to the constitution’s
mandate that the President should assume power latest by the 20th of January .Thus, the states
must find a solution to minimize the risk of exposure during the elections.

What is more, it does not shock anyone that legislatures in Latin America embrace drug dealings. However, drug dealers in Latin America are
effectively associated with overseeing states.
Also, if one needs to accept the much-publicized
hypothesis of monetary flourishing and influence legislative issues, the street of opiates exTaking another model from the situation in the change has been the wealthiest course of ability
district, General Manuel Noriega, head of the leg- in Latin America.
islature of Panama, had been giving military help
to Contra bunches in Nicaragua in line with the
Aaryan Adhiraj Nehra
U.S. which, in return, permitted him to proceed
XI
with his drug dealing exercises which they had
thought about since the 1960s. These exercises
are performed by nationals of practically all the

While Trump is the only strong candidate
amongst the republicans and his nomination in
both the primaries and convention is assured, the
democrats have many candidates like billionaire,
Michael Bloomberg, or Senator Bernie Sanders.
However, they have also left the race, and in all
probability, Joe Biden, the former Vice President,
is set to compete with Trump. Biden has done a
series of television interviews and issued some
public statements. However, America is accustomed to traditional politics and rallies, and so
Biden’s strategy is not as effective. The case with
Trump is only worse. With the option of holding
rallies across genuine parts of the country now
closed and his handling of the crisis being con-

In the district of Latin America, drugs are presumably ‘the phenomenon’ which have had the
best effect on the lives of individuals separated
by public domains and joined by the mainland
limit. Various spectators examining the patterns
of opiates in Latin America have remarked on the
nexus of beneficial drug exchange and compelling mainstream society of the opiates business,
which significantly impacts the dissemination of
intensity in the region. The illicit drug exchange
in Latin America concerns the creation and offer of cocaine and cannabis, including the fare
of these prohibited substances to the United
States and Europe. Starting in 2008, the essential pathway for drugs into the United States
is accounted for to be directed through Mexico
and Central America. In any case, a couple of
crackdowns on drug trafficking by the Mexican
government has constrained numerous cartels
to work courses through Guatemala and Honduras.
It is fascinating to take note that as indicated by
2019 reports, the Latin American conditions of
Brazil and Mexico were positioned among the
top ten in the utilization of drugs. Moreover,
among the best ten street pharmacists alluded
to as ‘drug lords,’ four hail from Colombia, and
three from Mexico. Pablo Escobar, known as the
King of Cocaine, was broadly notorious for being the most looked after drug ruler, everything
being equal. Pablo was the head of Medellín sedate cartel in Columbia. His apparatus in mainstream society can be sought by the number of
motion pictures, tunes, and books expounded
on him. In 1982, Pablo Escobar, known as the
King of Cocaine, was chosen as a deputy representative to the Chamber of Representative of
Colombia’s Congress, reasserting the looked for
after conclusion that narco-governmental issues
are a vital component of Latin American lifestyle.
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The process of the election begins with ‘Primaries’ or Primary Elections. These are not based
on the constitution and are governed by state
laws, which determine whether only party members will vote or the public can. The winner of the
primaries in a state gets a proportion of voters
from the state who then vote for him/her in the
National Convention. Both parties, the Democrats and Republicans hold a national convention
before presidential elections to determine their
nominee. After the Primaries and the Convention, the real elections are held in various states.

demned all over the country, Trump’s re-election
is unlikely. If the situation worsens and the administration is unable to control the cases, the
Republicans are set to lose.
How exactly is the election going to happen?
Voting by mail is a costly and time-consuming
process and requires printing mail-in ballots. Although five states have conducted voting like this,
the results are not satisfactory since accessibility
is an issue. We can conclude that the 2020 Elections will be more expensive than the preceding
ones, but the government needs to form a more
inclusive and accessible form of safe voting, unlike the mail system. As demonstrated in the recent South Korean elections, with adequate investments and planning, the country can pull off
an election in the pandemic. However, ultimately,
it is up to all individual states of the USA to decide
which form of the election they think would be
best to conduct for their citizens.
Arnav Goel
X

Due to the pandemic, it is unclear how and when
the states plan to host the primaries. Wisconsin has already held them but has suffered the
consequence of seeing a 70% downfall in the
voter turnout. As a result, 15 states, including
Maryland, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, etc. have
postponed the primary elections. Other states
like Wyoming, Ohio, and Kansas, held their contests by mail, but have failed. The Democratic
National Convention will be held in mid-August,
whereas the Republican National Convention
happens later, between the 24th of August and
the 27th of August.
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RETHINKING THE FUTURE
THROUGH DEGLOBALISATION

Globalisation has been one of the driving forces behind the post war world . After the destruction that
was seen in the world war was over, global trade
grew faster, and along with it the world . Soon, as
the world seemed to be flourishing and the international flow of people, goods, capital and ideas was
on the rise, we were hit by the great correction. The
‘financial crisis of 2008’, which shook the world to
its core. It was followed by a major slowdown to a
culture of internationalisation, and optimism about
globalisation was replaced by muttering about deglobalisation.
This has had an immense cultural impact. In the
United States, anti-global sentiments were solidified
and used by Donald Trump to win the presidency. In
India, the issue of cultural preservation was turned
into a political issue. Charismatic leaders, communal
hate and religious insecurity were coupled with the
economic fallout yielded by the financial crises, and
all combined into a fierce, exclusive kind of nationalism. Various treaties that would have furthered Indian globalisation and reduced our tariffs on imports
were rejected. Calls for protectionism strengthened,
and ‘Made in China’ goods are now periodically boycotted.
In Europe, the crises heightened financial insecurities, and devastated economies of the southern parts
of the continent, like Spain and Greece. The money
that was spent on rebuilding these economies; and
the idea that the north was essentially bailing out the
south, led to the rise of Euroscepticism in the north.
‘Brexit’ and the fierce reinforcement of British nationalism also ensued from similar sentiments. This also
had a severe impact on the politics of immigration,
as the sentiments soon turned against the migrants,
who were blamed for burdening the - an idea which
became very popular in Italy. Furthermore, the drop
in commodity prices hurt some of the largest economies in the world such as Russia and Brazil.
“The pandemic this year, has brought us to a different but similar standpoint. As 2020 presents itself to the world, economic opportunities and possibilities surface for some, whilst the virus spreads
dramatically and inflicts hardships unto the public.
Mutterings about de-globalisation turn into matured
debates and the situation escalates; and we stand
at a vital trade-off between sustenance of life, or that
of the . And our choices in the months to come will
ascertain the course the future will take.”
An Emerging Global Power
The global is facing a severe downturn due to this
pandemic. Manufacturing has been the lowest since
the 1920s and many countries are facing acute
shortages. Even during such times, some countries
are able to benefit from this crisis. The increasing
tension during the US- China trade war led to the
US becoming hostile towards China in the political
sphere. When President Trump addressed Americans during the crisis, his original speech referred
to the corona virus as the ‘Chinese virus’. Such in12 Politicia

cidents have worsened the ties between the two
countries, but someone else has gained from this
dispute. India.
Both India and China have a very high population
however, India liberalised its in the 1990s; by which,
China was already the major manufacturing country
in the world. Many of America’s top brands set up
their manufacturing units in China for cheap labour
and favourable government policies. ‘Made in China’ products were exported to almost all countries,
including India, which despite its large population
has not been able to manufacture up to its optimal
potential. China has been seen as the manufacturing centre of the modern world and that has made
it the second strongest economy in the world, only
next to the USA. This high status of power held by
China is something that the USA dislikes. The USA
has been the dominant economic power of the world
since the Second World War and it wants to maintain that singular power for decades to come.
During the lockdown period, China’s fast recovery
from the virus has shown the world that it is ready
to become a dominant political power in global geopolitics. One mistake made by China might hinder its
growth on the ladder of global dominance. Reports
have proved that the fist coronavirus case in China
was discovered in late 2019, however China did not
release this information to the world until it was very
late. For all practical reasons, China should have
emerged as the new economic power of the world
amidst this crisis because of their efficiency in containing the spread of this virus. But, the concealment
of that one piece of information might cost a lot to
China. Other countries have lost faith in China and
consider the spread of this virus to be their fault.
And faith or reliability can change the direction of
global politics drastically. India has recently used
a large part of its land to create Special Economic
Zones (SEZs) for foreign companies to set up their
manufacturing units in India. A number of American brands have already agreed to shift their units
and many more are displaying interest in doing the
same. The increase in manufacturing in India is predicted to increase India’s low employment rates and
current low GDP growth rate. This could be a way
for India to come out of this crisis as an emerging
global power.
A National Initiative Towards ‘Self-Reliance’
Near the end of the third lockdown, our prime minister announced the much-anticipated economic stimulus package for the Covid-19 affected India worth
Rs. 20 lakh crores- almost 10% of our GDP. This
was a much needed move from the government at
this time and our prime minister also launched the
‘Atma Nirbhar Bharat’ campaign which aims to make
India self- reliant. During his speech on 12th May,
PM Modi laid out 5 pillars of the campaign - bringing a quantum jump in the , creating modern infrastructure, setting up a technology-based system of
governance, leveraging our young demographic and

Welham Boys’ School
harnessing India’s huge domestic demand.
The stimulus package primarily aims to sustain the
individual businesses during the lockdown and also
prepare these businesses especially the MSME’s
(Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises)
for the post – pandemic world. This package is the
underpinning for the ‘Atma Nirbhar Bharat’ campaign of our prime minister. However, the burden
right now lies on the government to sustain the indigenous businesses before sculpting out a plan for
India’s greater competitiveness in the world.
In the subsequent days, Finance minister Nirmala
Sitharaman announced 15 different initiatives of
which six were targeted at the MSME sector. Among
numerous problems faced by them MSME’s, one
of them is lack of credit. Banks are hesitant to give
loans to MSME’s because of their volatile nature.
The fear of defaults from the MSME’s which has
further aggravated due to the corona pandemic has
made the banks reluctant in giving out loans. Credit
guarantees to the banks for the loans given out to
the MSME’s is the solution which has been crafted
out through this package. The government has provided a 100% credit guarantee of Rs. 3 lakh crores
for the MSME’s which were operating successfully
until the lockdown. There is also a subordinate debt
scheme of Rs. 20,000 crores for MSME’s which were
‘stressed’ before the pandemic. The government has
pumped in money for the laborers in MNREGA (Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act) scheme for sustaining their income.
Although the measures are beneficial, they are not
foolproof. Specifically, the policy of 100% credit
guarantee leaves the borrower with no incentive
to pay back to the lender, and the banks may not
check the credibility of the borrower when functioning under such a policy. Also, the problem prevalent
as of now, talks about demand, which if not resolved
would render this package redundant.
Furthermore, the question arises as to why the call
for ‘self-reliance’ is coming under such pressing
times. Globalisation has transcending effects even
the negative ones and the pandemic just escalated that distrust between the nations. With the ever
rising trade protectionism, India’s need to become
self-reliant has become indispensable. Investments
in human development and world class infrastructure are the keystones for building a self-reliant India. Moreover, the onus also lies on the people and
their campaign for indigenous countries. For India to
become a strong global , its industries must receive
support from its own people before all else.
Our Prime Minister now has the responsibility or
pulling our out of the clutches of recession and to
solve this economic conundrum, if we are to achieve
the enticing idea of ‘self-reliance’.
Sustainability in Democracy
According to a report by the Economist, by the end of
2019, about 32.9% of the countries were flawed democracies, consisting of about 43.2% of the world’s
population. The general causes for democratic unsustainability could be narrowed down to - Populism,
Authoritarian Leadership, Capitalism, Polarization
and Immigration. Taking a close look at the Indian
political system, we will be able to see how the cur-
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rent ruling party has been focusing on just the poor,
the disadvantaged and the left-behind. The slogan
of the party “One nation, one people and one culture” further exemplifies the idea of a homogenous
society that the party believes in. The same can be
seen in the case of American politics where Trump
labels all those who oppose his immigration policies
as ‘enemies’ of -very narrowly defined- Americans.
But this was just a surface exposure to what populism is. Democracy works on the sole idea of working with the people. The recent increase in autocratic leaders has posed a serious threat to democratic
practice around the globe. When Trump had secured
his presidency in the States, he ended up clobbering the traditional system: the judiciary, opposition
parties and politicians that he claimed was corrupt.
In the case of Brazil, the pre-election atmosphere
was very tense, and people were teeming with rage
against their corrupt political system. Bolsonaro was
able to channelize the dissatisfaction of the people
of Brazil into votes for himself. In April 2019, Bolsonaro eliminated 55 councils, arguing that they
were too expensive to be resumed with. These are
nothing but constant attempts of democracy to turn
themselves into autocracies. Most governments in
the world have taken an unnoticed toil to join the
existing list of autocracies, showing anew that the
trappings of a democratic government are no barrier
to authoritarianism.
As we see a change in society today, it is possible
for the post-pandemic world to be more sustainable,
more inclusive. The baton of sustainability lies in our
hands. The Covid-19 pandemic has led countries to
prioritize resilience and dependability in production
over cost savings and efficiency through global outsourcing. As countries become more and more selfreliant due to the pandemic, they are leaning towards
a more sustainable future. Governments are relooking their policies and External Relations, but more
than that, they are trying to give what was promised
by them. This pandemic could be the death of populism, and when the call for the wake of dormant
democracies has been delivered, they might work
to end autocratic behaviour. By definition, sustainable development is the development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. I
think with the current deglobalisation and simultaneous localization, developmental activities would correspond to the definition of sustainable development
more than what it has ever before.
“The idea of a post-pandemic world is very speculative at this point in time. Local media continues
to discuss national schemes and their implications
while the international community worries about nuclear programs and ‘anti-sedition’ laws amidst these
harsh times. And as this situation brings our sustenance and priorities into question, we move towards
the next phase of the lockdown, in an attempt to reconcile with our ‘normal’ lives.”
Sannidhya Agarwal
Harsh V Singh
Shreyansh Jindal
Mrinank Chander
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THE FALL OF
VENEZUELA
Venezuela is a country on the northern coast of
South America. Most of its economy, 95%, depends on petroleum reserves. However, they
also have income through gold mines. In 1922,
an oil well was discovered in the Maracaibo basin
of western Venezuela, which produced 100000
barrels of oil per day, which indicated massive
reserves under the nation’s surface. The then
dictator Juan Vicente Gomez allowed more than
100 foreign oil companies into Venezuela, and
by 1928 Venezuela the world’s second-biggest
petroleum exporter.
The next president who was elected was Romulo Betancourt in 1958, who was the opposition
leader. Since it was a power-sharing agreement,
each of the parties was guaranteed a slice of
government ministries, jobs, etc. Later in 1973,
OPEC (The Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries) left the trade with the United States
and other countries. Therefore, Venezuela became the only beneficiary of oil export, which
resulted in the flow of billions in the country.
Two years later, Venezuelan President Carlos
Andres Perez created a state-owned oil company and compelled foreign companies to give its
60% ownership shares in oil projects. In 1989,
oil prices fell due to an increase in the supply
of oil, and the government struggled under the

weight of $33 billion in foreign debt. Venezuela
was forced to accept an International Monetary
Fund (IMF) assistance, so it does not collapse.
Due to this, there was a sharp rise in the prices
of consumer goods and fares for public transportation. There were mass protests by the citizens,
which led to nation-wide curfew and suspension
of civil liberties.
Anti-government protests by the people of
Venezuela :
In 1998, Hugo Chavez, a former lieutenant
colonel in the Venezuelan military, was elected president and controlled for decades. Over
the next and a half-decade, Chavez spent on
social programs to finance, health, food, and
housing programs, and the government also
redirected oil profits to address pressing social
inequality. Though Chavez wanted to diversify
the Venezuelan economy, his expensive strategy only increased dependence upon exported
oil. He sold oil to other South American countries and China at below the market price. He
neglected to spending money on maintaining oil
facilities, and therefore production declined. In
2013, Chavez died of cancer and was replaced
by his hand-picked successor Nicolas Maduro.
He soon started consolidating his power but was
not able to stop the decline in oil
prices.
As Venezuela’s situation worsened, the Maduro regime arrested opposition political leaders, shut down news websites,
and detained journalists, leading
to criticism from UN and Human
Rights. In January, opposition
leader Guaido, head of the National Assembly, invoked the Venezuelan constitution and declared
himself interim president, setting
up a struggle which is yet to be
solved. In conclusion, we can
say that the decrease in the oil
price, sanctions by IMF and UN,
corruption of the political leaders
and economic mismanagement
led to the fall of Venezuela.
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THE BLOODLINE RACE

“Adoption-the action or fact of legally taking an- it is what has been fed by the habitat in which
other’s child and bringing it up as one’s own.” you live. Another reason which we come across
- Google Inc. is a dispute, ascending of disputes tend to happen within the families giving shelter to a child
Life was given a billion years ago, and us being coming from a different bloodline. Bloodline does
the homosapiens ‘the wise man’ of the 21st cen- not define disputes. Neither does coming from a
tury have not even scratched the surface of this different family tree. The only reason for arising
practical question - What have we done with it? disputes in the family is when two perspectives
We live in a race, a race where the finishing line is don’t meet common ground.
not crossed when you are finally the apex predator in the food chain or when you attain the so- Every child sitting in an orphanage has a reacalled ‘Nirvana’, it is crossed when you accept son to deserve a chance to see and explore the
the truth of life. Knowledge, the only kind to har- world by holding the hands of the person comness it is the homo sapiens and perhaps the only mitting himself/herself to the child. They deserve
potentiality that this kind is arrogant about. Nev- to be loved, cared, scolded, sad, angry, and,
ertheless, the most beautiful thing about knowl- most importantly, they have the right to live a life
edge is that it can be passed on to maintain the of their choice. They do not need to be remindbalance of life. This process of passing down the ed that they are discarded from society just beinformation is only completed biologically when cause they parted ways from their biological parthe transfer of genes takes place in the offspring. ents, they need to be reminded that they have
It is said that the amount of knowledge the off- a purpose of going beyond their limits. Building
spring will harness will be on the higher level of relationships with an adopted child is more comthe charts in the comparison of the previous gen- fortable than detaching the child from yourself.
eration.
People these days give priority to spending their
time and emotions on materialistic things rather
Today the current age of our planet is 4.543 billion than finding someone to share them with. The
years, and the race of gene continuity is making wealthy class of the society or even the upperits place forward without any intrusion. We can- middle class has the potential to adopt a pet,
not put an end to this. It is an element that main- look after its grooming and training, and make
tains the balance of life. When a child is born, it is sure to have a friendly relationship with it. Then
born with a pair of eyes, legs, hands, and a small why not also adopt a child, giving him/her your
pumping blood machine but also born with the name, sharing every moment of bliss with them,
hope of making a little difference in this world. feeling responsible for their naive mistakes? This
However, what if that child never got the chance is what the mind and the heart need to adopt to participate and is ruled out from the race just to finish that finishing line. The desire for being
because it was unwanted in the society or was a mere participant in this race of creating heirs
conceived by mistake. Putting up such children out of their own is blood is quite thriving, but the
for adoption is not an easy task for parents, but capability for adopting a child is challenging, and
the conspiracies of society mostly drive such ac- therefore, the challenge is what makes us more
tivities. This is one such way of ruling the child human.
out of the race without providing a compatible
habitat. Around 20 million kids in India are in or- Life was given to us a billion years ago, and we
phanage today looking for an opportunityto make are miles behind from figuring what it is? Knowla difference. However, according to the Central edge is a gift shared to us, and it is deserved
Adoption Resource Authority (CARA), it was last to be shared further to everybody regardless of
in 2010 that 5693 children were adopted, and the fact your intellect comes from different bloodbetween 2018-2019 only 3374 were adopted. lines or not. It is not fundamental that only bioThe rate of adoption in our country has been go- logical children can refer to parents as ‘Mother’
ing down drastically as if these children were ne- or ‘Father’, showing the feeling of being a parent
glected for being a part of society. The question for the young ones is what makes them a parent.
here arises as to what leads to complications in Passing down information does not have to be a
adopting a child? Are we so degenerate that we biological process; preferably, it has to be a prohave carved in the golden stone that knowledge cess of changing ideologies. Today the current
can only be passed in the bloodline itself? Peo- age of our planet is 4.543 billion years, and there
ple say that an adopted child can never be theirs is a lot more to be done to make a difference.
because it didn’t have the opportunity to encompass the same DNA; therefore, the ideologies
Varad Venkat
will not match. Ideologies do not come chiseled
XII
in your genetic configuration when you are born;
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COLD WAR II ?

Wars have always been a part of human history. The time-line of wars has seen an interesting journey: historic wars for expanding empires
to currents wars that suppress international supremacy . One such war on ideology began in
1945, which ended in the breaking up of the Soviet Union in 1991, and was known as the Cold
War. As history is repeats itself, there is speculation as to whether the Cold War II will be initiated
soon.
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scientists are planning for their next mission to
the Moon, which according to the sources, is
planned to take place this December. Thirdly,
China has rejected the allegations of the United
States and has told the world that they were unaware of the virus, then why are they not letting the
investigation team from the United States do the
investigation freely. Finally, China is threatening
the United States’ subordinates, like Australia,
New Zealand, and Taiwan. They are questioning
China over the mishandling of the pandemic and
The speculations began when the President of the the Hong Kong administration crisis.
United States, Donald Trump, alleged that China
was hiding the information regarding the corona- This crisis has raised a critical question for Invirus. The United States had alleged that China dia itself, ‘Which side to choose? Who is right?
did not inform the World Health Organisation that What is just and reasonable?’ Just like the Cold
this disease is highly communicable. Also, when War, where India’s alliance was important for
Trump made a statement that he would send an both the United States and the Soviet Union, Ininvestigation team to probe Coronavirus’s truth. dia this time cannot afford to ignore the USA or
China rejected such actions. Top American agen- China. The future will only decide which road Incies like Fox News and Homeland Security along dia chooses to protect its national interest.
with Five Eyes (A secret intelligence agency including countries like Australia, Canada, New
Aditya Mishra
Zealand, United Kingdom & the United States)
XI
believed that China was hiding the truth. Also, a
small piece of evidence that strengthens these
agencies claims’ is a book named the Wuhan Diary, which is a detailed account of what events
took place in Wuhan during the COVID-19 pandemic. On knowing about this book, the Chinese
authorities started threatening the author of the
book, Fang-Fang.
Matters worsened when the United States’ decisions became a grave consequence for the
World Health Organization after President Trump
stopped providing financial support to the WHO.
The President has alleged that WHO is secretly
supporting China, defending the Dragon. Wang
Yi, Foreign Minister of China, has stated in one
of his latest statements that the U.S. taking the
world to the brink of ‘new Cold War’ over coronavirus, he also mentioned that this dangerous
attempt to turn back the wheel of history would
undo the fruits of decades-long China-U.S. cooperation, dampen American’s development prospects, and put world stability and prosperity in
jeopardy.
The United States, desperately trying to save its
people and its economy from the pandemic and
the Chinese propaganda, has valid justifications
for laying the blame on China for mishandling
the pandemic. Firstly, where the world economy
is nearly heading towards a repeat of the Great
Economic Depression of 1928, China’s economy
is thriving. Secondly, where all the scientists in
the world are busy finding the vaccine, Chinese
16 Politicia
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TANSEN AND HIS
MYTHS
TRUE OR FAKE
Can you bring fire and rain by
singing a raag? It is hard to believe so, but people belonging to
Akbar’s time would testify to its
truth. Legend says that Tansen
was one of the most precious of
Akbar’s 9 jewels. He served in his
court from 1556 and soon became
go to man. He was so brilliant
that he could bring rain by singing Raag Megh Malhar and fire by
Raag Deepak.
Similarly, if he sang an evening
Raag at dawn, the clouds would
hide the light, and soon it would
look like dusk already. Akbar’s admiration for Tansen made the rest
of courtiers jealous and when they
saw Tansen nearly burning himself from the fire that he brought
by singing, they decided to burn
him and spread the news that he
could light up the lamps by singing
Raag Deepak. On the day of his
performance, he started singing
because he did not want to disobey the king. Soon all the wicks lit
up and suddenly the temperature
started rising but it cooled down
due to the rain. Tansen had taught
his daughter Raag Meghan Malhar which brought rain and prevented him from burning. Thus,
Tansen was saved, and this story
has been passed on till date.
So do we have scientific proof or
not?Yes, this is scientifically possible. The forced vibrations of
Tansen’s vocals equalized that of
the clouds, which led to condensation and rainfall. Tansen had mastered the art of picking up the frequency and generating resonance
through severe riyaz. Same for
lighting up the diyas, the forced vibrations of his vocals led to a large
amplitude leading to friction and finally, the spark.Many researchers
are searching on Carnatic ragas.
Some like Neelambari that makes
a person sleep. Others cure stomach disorders, etc. If these can be
believed, then why cannot Raag
Deepak and Raag Malhar!
Savi Singh
XI

ROAD TO PEACE OR PIECES?
“Only the dead have seen the end of war.”

- Plato
After more than 18 years of conflict between the United States
and the terrorist organisations like the Taliban, operating in
Afghanistan, have finally come to an agreement in Doha, Qatar. It all started with the notorious alliance of the Islamic State
of al-Qaeda and the Taliban. September 11th ,2001, was the
day this war started when the al-Qaeda hijacked American Airlines and crashed them into the twin towers of the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon with a failed attempt of crashing them
into the U.S Capitol building. Around 3000 innocent lives were
lost that day and later that day, President George W. Bush
announced that the United States would reply to all terrorists
who attacked and harboured those acts. After 18 years of relentless fighting between the allied forces of the United States
and the Taliban where many soldiers of the United States lost
their lives.
Finally, after 18 years of war between them, they came to an
agreement on February 29th ,2020 when they met in Doha,
Qatar to discuss peace terms in the war-torn Afghanistan that
is popularly known as the ‘Graveyard of Empires’. It is not exactly a full-fledged deal but a pre-agreement because in order
to ensure peace in the country, the United States and allied
forces have kept a buffer period of 14 months for their troops
if the Taliban upholds the peace in the country. As per this
agreement, the United States will reduce their troops in Afghanistan to 8600 within four months to ensure peace and fulfil
its term. Also the agreement states that the militants will coordinate with the Afghan government to ensure the exchange of
Prisoners of War (POW) from both sides. Approximately 5000
militants were to be exchanged for a thousand Afghan soldiers
on March 10th but it eventually got delayed.
The agreement witnessed many representatives from India,
the United States, United Nations, Pakistan, Taliban and Afghanistan. Even the Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo was
present at the peace talks in Doha. But the question that
crosses everyone’s mind is if the war is actually over ? Many
of us might think that the Taliban would wait for the western super power to leave with its troops and then it will take control
of the country by overthrowing the current Afghan government
under President Ashraf Ghani because the Taliban denies the
presence of any government in the country . If the militants
overthrow the government and take control then it would also
be a huge blow for India, as they have been constantly investing in the infrastructure of Afghanistan which will also lead to
one less friendly government in the sub-continent. This will
lead to a complete geo-political crisis for India because India
would be asked to intervene if things go wrong in the country.
President Donald Trump has already ensured that if the Taliban decides to break this peace agreement, then the United
States would reinstate its forces back to Afghanistan with a
force that they would not have seen before which would make
peace a lost cause.
Arya Raj Singh
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FEMINISM

Feminism is a political doctrine of equal rights
for men and women. This idea of feminism originated in the west. Many feminists and scholars
have divided the feminist movement into three
waves. The first wave mainly refers to women’s
suffrage (their right to vote) movements of the
19th and 20th centuries in the United States
and the United Kingdom. The movement focused on the growth of equal contract and
property rights for women and their opposition
to chattel marriage. The second wave refers to
the ideas and actions related to the women’s
liberation movement that happened during the
1960s (which campaigned for women’s legal
and social rights). At last, the third wave refers
to a continuation and a reaction to the perceived
failures of second-wave feminism, which begin
in the 1990s.
This was the history of feminism which to come
along a long way. Now, the modern-day feminism wave or the fourth wave feminism began
around 2012 and it additionally argues for the
equal opportunities for girls and women which
they believe should also be extended to boys
and men to overcome gender norms (for example: expressing their spiritual and physical
emotions freely in the society). The fourth wave
feminists use is contemporary print and social
media to collaborate and mobilize to speak
against abuses of power . It uses this medium
to pursue empowerment of women in the society and justice against assault and harassment. The use of technology has proved to
be an excellent success for hashtag feminism
campaigns on social media, namely #MeToo,
#YesAllWomen, #bringbackourgirls and many
more. Some famous fourth-wave feminists are
Emma Watson and Malala Yousafzai. Due to
this propaganda, we can not only see men holding higher positions in the country’s administration or an organization but women too. Today
women are contributing to the process of nation – building.
In today’s era, we see women prime ministers and presidents throughout the world doing a great job. If we take an example, during
this pandemic, the Norwegian Prime Minister,
Erna Solberg, has handled the Covid-19 crisis
exceptionally well. I feel that the progress of a
nation can only happen if both the genders in
the country work together in an integrated manner. This shows the development of equality
between men and women, which is one of the
bedrocks of feminism.
Aditya Singh Parmar
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IS EDUCATION IN A LOOP?
Covid-19 pandemic has engulfed the entire world,
forcing people to stay at home, silencing the busiest places of the world with a wave of fear and
death. Covid-19 has thrown education all over the
world in a loop. The global impact of the coronavirus is immense on the educational institutions.
Schools, colleges, and universities all over the
world are shut, and the students are sitting helpless at home. There are no classes, limited contact with friends and teachers, and virtually no
physical activity. Every institution has shut its
campus and has resorted to an online platform
for carrying on with the learning process in different ways.
In this situation of the pandemic, there is a fear all
around. The educators and the students are all
confused as to what will happen next and when
we will be out of this situation so their studies can
resume.
In my opinion, there are three major problems
which the educators and the students are facing during this period. Firstly, the outbreak of the
coronavirus has led to the delay of the new academic year around the globe. There is also an atmosphere of uncertainty everywhere. For example, in India, the board exams have either been
postponed or left incomplete. Secondly, the biggest challenge the teachers are facing is keeping
students on board and avoiding distractions from
various networking sites during the learning period. Finally, the students are from different social
backgrounds, and not every student has access
to a laptop or an internet connection. It is challenging for such students to attend online classes
or use that platform like e-books, websites, etc.
for any learning.
No, doubt the Covid-19 has led to the biggest crisis that the world is facing today. We all are going through tough times. At last, I can say that
together we shall overcome this because
“Hope is one thing that always keeps us going.”
Ishaan Agarwal
VIII
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EXISTENTIALISM

Ever had to make a life-defining decision? Ever
had the belief that you and only you have the authority to make choices for yourself and control
your life? If you have, then congratulations, you
have successfully learned the art of existentialism, which emphasizes the fact that every person
on this globe has the birthright to live life as he/
she wishes to live without taking into consideration the opinions of other people. Existentialism
is a 20th-century philosophy that highlights the
analysis of existence and of the way humans find
themselves existing in the world. It is a system of
concepts made eminent by Jean-Paul Sartre in
the 1940s in which the world has no significance,
and each individual is alone and entirely responsible for their actions, by which they make their
character.
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rows and damages that occur in a person’s life,
an individual’s life is incomplete and unsatisfying.
Through existentialism, people should be able to
search and hopefully find the genuine meaning
of life. All of them are against the thought of an
autocratic regime. Existentialism opposes and
curbs the people or society if they attempt to increase their influence over the masses. Despotism leads to the destruction of individuality. The
people in power may be able to mold the person according to their desires. Thus, the person
may get degraded and finally get condensed to
an entity. Existentialists have endlessly stressed
on the judgement of the person and have given it
much more value than religious principles.
Existentialism may be an incomplete philosophy.
It reiterates the point that individual freedom is
superior to any other form of freedom. The universe has no meaning; hence people must set
their moral standards. Nothing in this world is
predetermined. Every person is entitled to make
his own choices and is not subject to the undue
influence of other men or women. Ergo, it is the
theory of self-determination which prevails in a
person’s life.

Friedrich Nietzsche is considered to be the father
of existentialism, while Sartre was responsible
for propagating it among the masses. For a philosophical theory, existentialism has a substantial
subject area, but some significant concepts have
been highlighted throughout the years. The first
is that existence precedes essence. This means
that when you are born, you have no meaning,
no drive, and no designation. To define themselves, humans first have to exist. The idea of Kartik Tripathi
absurdity is next. The presence of human beings XII
is a mystery. Different people have to face different situations in life. Thirdly, discipline, guidelines, or religion cannot impact an existentialist.
Their environment is void. Next, except for our
conscience, every other element is intangible,
and we cannot comprehend it. Finally, death is
inescapable. In the words of Martin Heidegger,
‘’Man through death becomes aware of his finitude, and thus, death is the most original form of
the possibility of existence that threatens the entire universe.’’ A person who follows or believes
in these notions can be classified as an existentialist.
What led to the origination of this philosophical
marvel? What impact has existentialism had on
our predecessors?
The origin of existentialism dates back to the
1930s. Following the Great Depression and World
War II, the world had become a difficult place to
live in. The instant change was imminent, and
new philosophies were bound to emerge. Existentialist philosophers at that time voiced their
concerns on behalf of the people. Kierkegaard,
a religious philosopher, Nietzsche, an anti-Christian, Sartre, an atheist, and Camus, an atheist,
are attributed to their works and writings about
existentialism. They agree that due to the sor-
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STAR WARS

US SPACE COMMAND was founded in 1947
under the initiative taken by the government of
the United States of America. Its primary role is
towards space warfare, a type of combat that
takes place in outer space. It includes ground
to space warfare, such as attacking the satellite from the Earth, then we have space to space
warfare, such as satellites attacking the satellites. Lastly, we have space for ground warfare,
such as satellites attacking an Earth object as
a target. It is a part of the Department of the Air
Force. Currently, its headquarters are in Colorado. The U.S. Government also had a successful
new high energy laser weapon that can destroy
an aircraft mid-flight. These electromagnet systems are capable of converting chemical or electrical energy into a highly radioactive material
just by focusing on the target, which can result in
significant damage.
Earlier with the establishment of the United
States Space Force, the U.S. Air Force, in coordination with the Secretary of Defense, announced a revised approach to determining the
permanent location of U.S. Space Command
headquarters. In a few weeks, the Department is
releasing the screening and evaluation criteria,
which will increase the number of locations eligible for consideration. The Colorado Springs remains the location for the temporary headquarters for U.S. Space Command headquarters until
a permanent headquarters location is selected.
U. S. Air Force has officially confirmed with relaunching a contest to search for a brand-new
place for the U.S. Space Command. The cities
have an option of a self- nomination process,
which could allow plenty of localities to throw
their hats within the ring.
The Air Force plans to form a judicial decision
within early 2021 in keeping with a letter signed
by the Air Force’s assistant secretary for installations, environment, and energy.
Wherever this project happens, it will be home to
roughly 1,400 military and civilian personnel plus
the contractors and industry representatives.
There is a minimum of three criteria which the interested cities should meet. First of all, it should
be within one in every one of the 150 metropolitan cities. Next, it should be near the Military
base. Finally, it must have a livability index score
of at least 50 points of 100.
20 Politicia

Then after meeting these requirements, they
are again rated from 0-100 scale on the other
four requirements, which are mission related (40
points), Infrastructure capacity (30 points), Community Support (15 points), Costs to the Department of the Air Force (15 points).
There was a leak of a 2019 memo of potential
bases which listed out four locations. The list
angered a delegation of Florida, which led to a
significant push to rethink. The choices seemed
locked until March when Space Force Vice Commander Lt. Gen. David Thompson told the House
Armed Services Committee that he received
instructions to reopen the competition. Esper
denied that politics played an essential role in
deciding the competition. Others observe the
method of competition by telling Jones at a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing, “I’m the
one who did it. It was my initiative to form sure
that there is transparency and buy-in and consent with the method. This approach expanded
with an increase in the number of locations eligible for consideration to host the permanent U.S.
Space Command headquarters. It also provides
them a completely comprehensive and transparent analysis before selecting a final location.
Lavansha Shah
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THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL

In economics, there is a term that is used to
define a human being. This term is: ‘a rational
consumer’. It is an indication of how, in most of
modern economic theory, a man is expected to
base his\her preferences on what to consume on
the basis of rational decision making. It is an assumption that when we act, it is purely on the basis of rationality. A consumer will supposedly buy
products only on the basis of their price, quality,
durability etc. But this assumption could not be
further from the truth. In reality, man is anything
but a rational animal. Our choices are based on
emotion as much as, or even more so, than fact.
Our decisions are influenced by a plethora of irrational factors. Brand loyalty, peer pressure, social
expectations, celebrity endorsement, the lot of it.
And this is true not only in economics.
Today, even if one fourth of all the food waste
in the world was stopped, we would have saved
enough to end world hunger. Our factories can
easily give everyone in the world a phone with
stable internet connection, something which billions of people are yet to see. The technology we
possess is enough to stop global warming in an
astoundingly short time, and replace fossil fuels
with renewables. Many of the world’s technological marvels, from GPS to the AstroTurf, were
developed as a bi product of military research.
Imagine if all that money was actually spent to research technology that would save mankind, and
not destroy it.
Of course, some might scoff at the idealism of this
article. They are correct to think that the premise
of this piece borders the absurd. After all, when
was the last time mankind decided to put aside
their differences and work for a better future? But
despite how improbably utopian all this seems,
there is still value in imagining it. That is because
all ideals are utopian in nature, meaning that total
execution of them is impossible. However, even
the hope for a better future is enough to spur humanity into action. Take for example the wave of
socialist legislation that has swept throughout the
western world, despite involvement in a proxy war
with communism. The utopia dreamt up by Marx
inspired millions to aspire for something better.
While Britain was actively working against the
Soviet Union in the cold war, her politicians were
setting up a nationalized health care system. The
point is, that despite how impossible it may seem,
the future envisioned by this article is meant to
inspire, for to sit idly when one can strive for betterment is a sin against humanity as well as oneself. So, first, in the future, the world will probably
not be a Marxist paradise. Sure, with such technological advancement, everyone on the planet
should have a roof over their heads and food on
their plates, but if they want more, they will have
to work for it. Some jobs will continue to require

humans to participate, or even supervise, but it is
entirely probable that automated machines will be
in charge of most of the grunt work. The vast proportion of the world’s population that engages in
agriculture will be mostly freed from their burden.
Machines will do most of the work, and they will
definitely be better than humans. With land productivity at an all-time high, food will cease to be
an issue. Moreover, urbanization will skyrocket as
less and less work will be found in rural areas. After a brief boom, populations will stabilize, or even
start to shrink. Governments will have to come up
with a viable solution, but we can be confident in
the ability of our scientists to provide that.
We can predict that wealth will be distributed
more evenly, mainly because soon, the cost of
production will fall to such lows that making an
excessive profit or holding a monopoly would be
impossible. As automation increases, new jobs
will be created. As artificial intelligence will negate the need for humans to do unimaginative
work, most jobs will exist only because people
want to do them. Influencer on online platforms,
sports person (online as well as in real life), scientist, mars colonizer, actor, environmentalist,
and a multitude of now scorned options will soon
become the mainstream. A four-day work can be
expected, with people finally reaping the fruit of
modern civilization by spending time with themselves, their friends and their families. Outdoor
trips, gaming bonanzas, binge watching, sports
adventures, all and more, will become experiences everyone will enjoy, and not just the upper
classes. To be human will finally mean to be privileged, and this definition, for the first time in history, will apply to everybody. Scarcity, as a concept,
will probably be forgotten. In such a day and age,
the most pressing concern will be how to occupy ourselves. Humans are, by fault of evolution,
constantly unhappy with their present situation.
The caveman will want a house, the homeowner
a mansion, and the mansion owner a private island. We can expect to be an interplanetary species by the end of this century, and if Elon Musk
gets his way, possibly within the next decade.
In the end, with the rate of progress and discovery
increasing exponentially, one cannot be faulted
for having high hopes for the human race. With a
little bit of rationality, Man can truly go on to live in
the stars. But all this is just hope and speculation.
The chances of our species exterminating itself
along with half the earth in a nuclear winter are
alarmingly high. But one must not lose hope. The
light at the end of the tunnel has never shined
brighter for human civilization, and we must not
let a single flash of darkness blind us all.
Mrinank Chander
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